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About This Game

Asylamba Influence is the new game from RTFM Corp. This game combines aspects of a puzzle-game with a nervous real-time
strategy game. It will immerse you in a galaxy shared between several prestigious civilizations on a futuristic and refined

interface.

In Influence, you will lead a civilization and be responsible for its expansion into the galaxy. But there is no point in resorting to
violence because the best weapon is the influence of your culture.

Propagating the culture

Extend your power by recruiting the most famed men and women of your civilization and send them on missions across the
galaxy. Your artists will transcend the beauty of your civilization. Impose your religion: send your priests to spread the one true
faith, yours. Your scholars will be an ideal tool to show the rest of the world the knowledge your people hold. Once your traders

are on location, buy everything, planet after planet.

Erect to impose

Keep conquered systems under control by building grand buildings that reflect your civilization. The Citadel of the Arts, the
Manufacture, the Astroport or the Monolith will be welcome havens for your emissaries. Building the Crypt will protect you

from outside influences. The Embassy will bring you prestige. And finally, why not dare to build a Dome to defend your faith or
a Holotheque to preserve your knowledge.
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No glory without prestige

Accumulate prestige and give your empire the opportunity to accomplish great things. Plan the assassination of an opposing
emissary, raise funds to support your expansion or trigger a coup to turn the situation around.

Sector by sector

Your accomplishments will happen progressively over the course of various planned missions. Many enemies will get in your
way and you will have to use various strategies to get out of tricky situations. Sector after sector, take control of the galaxy.

Campaigning for victory

After earning your stripes as a general of the great Imperial Order, play other characters and factions. Step into the shoes of a
great dignitary of the Church of Cardan seeking to emancipate himself from the imperial yoke. Use your technological know-

how within the very erudite Province of Aphera. As you wander, you will face the Kovahkarh Swarm, the rich Seldarin League,
the Neo Humanist dissidents or the fanatics of the Magotic Cult.
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Title: Asylamba: Influence
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Gil Clavien, Noé Zufferey, Jacky Casas
Publisher:
RTFM Corp.
Release Date: 23 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 238 MB available space

English,French,German,Italian,Russian
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Felt boring after an hour and a game on their largest map :/

was pretty fun but the gameplay is a little slow and stale, feel like their mechanics could be revamped, like the idea though

Buy it on sale.. Interesting strategic game, enough content for the price.

Agreeable for short playing sessions, with different difficulties suitable for harsher games.. Graphics are pretty cool and simple,
you forget rather quickly you're sending scientists and priests to extend your cultural influence over planetary systems.

The game feels more like a puzzle game, and it's very rewarding to finally succeed at a level you failed ten times because you
committed too much on the wrong strategy.

Difficulty is very fluctuant. In some levels, you'll feel like the opponants are playing badly on purpose, and some other times
they use their abilities in an optimized way that doesn't leave you much hope.

Overall a very good game, with a nice setting.. This game is better than sex.. Very nice little real time strategy game with a
polished design and interesting mechanics. You sometimes have to restart a mission several times until you figure out the best
path to success, but the game is enjoyable enough that it never gets frustrating. Very addictive, would recommend. :). A game
with simple mechanics but allowing complex strategies. The missions are short but sometimes very intense.

An excellent game that effectively balances strategy, fun and stress!. I like this little strategy game because you can have fun in
short sessions and the tutorial explains very well how it works.. Super nice puzzle game, nice & clean graphics and space opéra
background. Not the best music though.
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A graphically simple but mechanically deep game about interplanetary influence. It's an amazing amalgamation of other strategy
ideas in a way which feels fresh and new, and I wholeheartedly recommend it.. Entertaining for a short while, at discount price.
While thematically non-violent, the mechanics could just have easily have been for a simple wargame. The four different classes
of influence also all appear to be mechanically identical. As a result of these factors it ends up a bit disappointing, despite an
intriguing theme. Soundtrack is pretty good.. Unplayable lag.
couldnt even get through the tutorial. i was down to a frame every second or two before i forced shutdown.
my pc specs are not to blame, so please refrain from comments reguarding this topic.
. ridiculously hard.. Not very well optimized for a 2D puzzle game.. Entertaining for a short while, at discount price. While
thematically non-violent, the mechanics could just have easily have been for a simple wargame. The four different classes of
influence also all appear to be mechanically identical. As a result of these factors it ends up a bit disappointing, despite an
intriguing theme. Soundtrack is pretty good.. If you like puzzle and space colonization games, it s definitely a no brainer, it
mixes the two genres like nothing i ever seen before ... The price is very appealing, so if you are curious about it you should give
it a try... But i must warn you that it gets tough and you may find yourself screaming in frustration. Nice mixture between a
strategy game and puzzle game. Can't go wrong at that price. A single-player strategy/puzzle game with a space opera
background. The interface is intuitive and a pleasure to use, and the price point is reasonable. Several levels of difficulty
promise replayability. I recommend reducing the difficulty while unfamiliar with the mechanics.
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